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STATED GOAL

reframe Gamer Gate through a rhetorical
analysis on media used to sell games and
on those who resist interpellations of the
young, white, heterosexual male
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She’s got blonde hair, blue eyes and the best body her money can buy. So
what!? There’s no time for distractions when you’re deep in Sega Saturn. Besides,
check out those screen shots. Ba dah boom, ba dah bing, know what I mean?
You want curves, try Sega Rally. Want a thrill? Panzer Dragon II Zwei. Want a real
knockout? Check out Virtua Fighter II. And lots of other incredibly cool games
you can play on Saturn. But don’t be fooled. Sega Saturn games offer more than
just great looks. Like three 32-bit processes (that’s two more than Playstation, if
you’re scoring at home – or even if you’re alone). Saturn’s triple processing
power means better gameplay and better graphics.
So if you’re looking for some real action, head for Saturn.
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How
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Aug. 16 14

Aug. 27 14

Eron Gjoni publishes the
“Zoe Post”

Adam Baldwin tags a
post #GamerGate

Post is shared on 4chan

Aug. 17 14

A Hashtag is Born

… a consumer revolt against unethical
practices in video game journalism and
entertainment media, including (but not
limited to) corruption and conflicts of
interest, collusion, and the censorship
of ideas and discussion
Source: #GamerGate Wiki, “What is GamerGate?”

Brianna Wu doxed
10/10/14

… dig up the papers that were written by
these DiGRA feminist academics. This
would include words we know from their
lexicon (i.e. sexist, misogynist, female
empowerment, etc.)
Source: #GamerGate Wiki, “DiggingDiGRA”

de Castell, Jenson, & Taylor:
Her Own Boss: Gender and the Pursuit of Incompetent Play
Girls and Gaming: Gender Research, Progress, and the
Death of Interpretation
Gender in Play: Mapping a Girl’s Gaming Club
Digital Games for Education: When Meanings Play
Taylor:
Where the Women Are(n’t): Gender and a North American
Pro-gaming Name
Source: #GamerGate Wiki, “DiggingDiGRA”

Anita Sarkeesian harassed
10/14/14

I feel like I would probably fuck Zoe. But not
out of a loving sense of sexual attraction.
More of that hate fuck sense where you just
want to assert your dominance as a male
on her, a primale savagery
Source: EronLovesZoe, http://puu.sh/boAEC/f072f259b6.txt
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